Understanding & Preventing
Account Takeover Attacks (ATO)
An account takeover happens anytime someone logs into someone else’s
account. For the layman, it will often be referred to as a hacked account but there’s in fact a thriving criminal ecosystem around it.

The Vicious Cycle of ATOs

Data Breaches

Dark Web Markets

When a company suffers a data
breach, consumer records are
exposed, including personally
identifiable information (PII) as
well as account credentials, such
as emails, phone numbers and
passwords.

Exposed data is sold on dark web
markets for enterprising
criminals, who’s operations rely
on having accurate information
available. This is fed into
credential stuffing attacks to gain
access to customer accounts
who re-use their passwords.

An estimated 4.5 billion records were
exposed ...in the first half of 2018 alone!

Phishing & SIM Swapping

In 2019, a list called Collection #1 appeared
on the dark web, containing over 773 million
unique email addresses and 21 million unique
passwords, resulting in more than 2.7 billion
email/password pairs.

Combining personal and private
information allows cybercriminals
to either spear phish corporate
targets or gain access via SIM
Swapping attacks. Once they
gain access to a corporate
network, they are free to expose
more customer data.
Europol’s Internet Organized Crime Threat
Assesment 2020 identified sim swapping as a
key trend in card not present & business email
compromise fraud.

Credential Stuffing
Leaked credentials are fed to a network of bots who use the same information to try and access different services,
relying on the fact that users frequently reuse their passwords.

SIM Swapping
With the rise of SMS based 2FA, user’s phone numbers are the keys to the kingdom. Leaked personal information allows
fraudsters to trick the telecom operator to re-route a phone number to a sim card they control.

Signs of an Account
Takeover
?
Suspicious login attempts

Adding new billing details

Login attempts from multiple devices or IP addresses
using multiple passwords are a sure sign of a
credential stuffing attack.

Fraudsters abuse the fact that old accounts are
generally more trusted, and will attempt to add stolen
credit cards to an existing account.

Unusual purchase attempts 

and patterns

Changing details: shipping, password,
delivery/withdrawal

The attacker will go for high-value items and may
attempt purchases at different hours than the original
account owner.

Once they have access, criminals will try to have total
control over the account in order to make the 

best of it.

Steps to protect your users
Monitor login attempts
Protecting your users starts even before they have logged in:
have systems in place that monitor illicit access attempts and
block them.

Don’t rely just on 2FA
Two-factor authentication provides a false sense of security
when it is easier than ever to hijack someone's phone number.
Ask for an email confirmation from your users when it comes
to changes in their accounts.

Educate and warn your users
Inform your users about account safety steps they can take,
and be proactive in your email communication when their
accounts are accessed from a different device or location to
see if it's authorized.

Block suspicious behavior
Set up rules that automatically block actions that are
associated with account takeover attacks: combine different
data points such as device information with velocity rules to
protect your users.

